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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We’re looking here at the New Moon with a solar eclipse and it’s right in the middle of two
other eclipses poised on the Full Moon on either side of this New Moon. It’s an extremely potent
time.
As we get into Mother’s Day we are also coming upon a time when we are reaching really kind of
an exalted feminine power, all coming very rapidly.

Now the good news is if you’re opening the heart center and releasing old emotions from the Solar
Plexus, not holding on to the past, then the feminine power is probably alive and quite well. If one
is holding on to a masculine way, then there is going to be what I would call kind of a downward
spiral or almost like a vacuum sucking one down into the lower emotional fields which causes then
the masculine behavior to become aggressive, filled with anger, hatred, revenge, that sort of thing.
So on a global scale, we’re really wanting to have Lightworkers bring in that Divine Feminine, really
commune with the energies of Venus, hold the higher vibratory pattern and you might reference in
the book “Power vs. Force” by Hawkins, you want to be up there in the higher power realms,
energetically to Joy or Enlightenment if you can, but anything in that upper tier of frequency.
So if that requires stepping away from the television or stepping outside for a moment to regain
your balance or picking up some spiritual teachings and just reading a couple of paragraphs or
something, take little respites and get back into your center.
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you.
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